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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer wants fully autonomous monitoring for their operating systems which are based in
a place with these restrictions:
The traditional operating system agents (the knt, klz, and kux agents that monitor the
Windows, Linux, and UNIX operating environments) cannot be used directly.
Which statement is true in order to meet the customer's requirements?
A. The customer will have to deploy the System Monitor Agents which provide
autonomous-only monitoring for their operating systems.
B. The traditional ITM operating system agents must be configured for Autonomous Mode.
C. IBM Tivoli Monitoring (ITM) will not be the right solution because of the relatively large agent
footprint.
D. ITM will not be the right solution because Java is required for all ITM agents to operate.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Marcus offers a variety of special offers for large customers. All of these offers are based on
properties in
the item master record. Which type of pricing should he set up?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. Assigned Pricelists
B. Discount groups
C. Period and Volume Discounts
D. Special prices for business partners
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the preferred protocol for a router that is running an IPv4 and IPv6 dual stack
configuration?
A. IPX
B. IPv6
C. IPv4
D. microsoft Netbios

Answer: B
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